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We onsider theoretially the eets of an applied uniform magneti eld on the magneti spe-
trum of anisotropi two-dimensional and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya layered quantum Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnets. The former ase is relevant for systems suh as the two-dimensional square lattie
antiferromagnet Sr2CuO2Cl2, while the latter is known to be relevant to the physis of the layered
orthorhombi antiferromagnet La2CuO4. We rst establish the orrespondene between the low-
energy spetrum obtained within the anisotropi non-linear sigma model and by means of the spin-
wave approximation for a standard easy-axis antiferromagent. Then, we fous on the eld-theory
approah to alulate the magneti-eld dependene of the magnon gaps and spetral intensities for
magneti elds applied along the three possible rystallographi diretions. We disuss the various
possible ground states and their evolution with temperature for the dierent eld orientations, and
the ourrene of spin-op transitions for elds perpendiular to the layers (transverse elds) as
well as for elds along the easy axis (longitudinal elds). Measurements of the one-magnon Raman
spetrum in Sr2CuO2Cl2 and La2CuO4 and a omparison between the experimental results and the
preditions of the present theory will be reported in part II of this researh work [L. Benfatto et al.,
forthoming artile, ond-mat/0602664℄.
PACS numbers: 74.25.Ha, 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Cr
I. INTRODUCTION
The relevane of antisymmetri superexhange interations in spin Hamiltonians desribing quantum antiferromag-
neti (AF) systems has been aknowledged long ago by Dzyaloshinskii.
1
Soon after, Moriya showed that suh intera-
tions arise naturally in perturbation theory due to the spin-orbit oupling in magneti systems with low symmetry.
2
Nowadays, a number of AF systems are known to belong to the lass of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) magnets, suh
as α-Fe2O3, LaMnO3,
3
and K2V3O8,
4
and to exhibit unusual and interesting magneti properties in the presene of
quantum utuations and/or applied magneti eld.
3,5,6
Also belonging to the lass of DM antiferromagnets is La2CuO4, whih is a parent ompound of high-temperature
superondutors. In La2CuO4 the unique ombination of antisymmetri superexhange, aused by the staggered tilting
pattern of oxygen otahedra around eah opper ion in the low-temperature orthorhombi (LTO) phase, and weak
interlayer oupling, results in an interesting four sublattie struture for the antiferromagnetism of La2CuO4, where
the Cu
++
spins are anted out of the CuO2 layers with opposite anting diretions between neighboring layers.
7,8,9,10
These small ferromagneti moments lead to a quite unonventional physis in the antiferromagenti phase. For
example, when a small magneti eld is applied perpendiular to the layers the magneti suseptibility shows a strong
enhanement as the Neél temperature is approahed, due to the formation of these ferromagneti moments.
8,12,13
.
When the eld strenght is further enhaned one an observe a spin op of the ferromagneti moments whith respet
to the out-of-plane staggered order that they display at zero eld.
8,10,11
Analogously the spin-op transition of the
staggered in-plane AF moments for a eld along the easy axis is aompanied by new eets related to the presene of
the DM interation.
9,10
Reently new theoretial approahes have been proposed
12,13,14
to integrate the semilassial
piture already presented in the prior work of Refs. [7,8,9,10℄. Even thought the basi physial piture remains
the same, the inlusion of quantum eets in the long-wavelenght formulation of the spin problem disussed in Ref.
[12,14℄ allowed for a straightforward and omplete understanding of the unusual magneti-suseptibility anisotropies
observed in La2CuO4 for a rather large temperature range, 0 < T < 400 K. Moreover, a partiular attention has
been devoted in Ref. [14℄ to the analysis of the one-magnon exitations by means of Raman spetrosopy, and the use
of the long-wavelength theory turns out to be very onvenient to understand why the DM interation is behind the
appearane
15
of a eld-indued mode for an in-plane magneti eld.
14
A better understanding of the anomalies related to the presene of the DM interation in La2CuO4 ompounds
an be ahieved by diretly omparing its properties with those of a similar spin system like Sr2CuO2Cl2. In this
ase the DM interation is absent due to the higher rystal symmetry, but spin-orbit oupling an still give rise to
small anisotropies of purely quantum mehanial origin.
16
Thus quantum orretions oming from spin-orbit oupling
2give rise to a quite small easy-axis anisotropy, so that a gap in the in-plane magnon exitations has been observed
in ESR.
17
As a onsequene, Sr2CuO2Cl2 behaves as an ordinary easy-axis antiferromagnet, in ontrast to La2CuO4
whih should be lassied as an unonventional easy-axis antiferromagnet.
It is the purpose of this artile to study in detail the inuene of an applied uniform magneti eld on the magneti
spetrum for the above two ases: anisotropi two-dimensional and layered DM antiferromagnets, and to ompare
the qualitative dierenes between these two ases. This will be done mainly using the ontinuum quantum eld
theory appropriate for eah of these two ases, i.e. the non-linear sigma model (NLSM), properly modied to aount
for onventional or DM anisotropies. Nonetheless, we will sketh in the beginning the alulation of the magnon
gaps within the framework of the semilassial approximation for onventional antiferromagnets, and we demonstrate
the omplete equivalene between the two approahes as far as the gaps values at low temperature are onerned.
However, as it will beome lear in the following, the quantum NLSM followed here allows also to aount for the
quantum and thermal eets of the spin utuation, whih were negleted in the previous approahes
8,9,10
. As a
onsequene, we an evaluate (within the given saddle-point approximation for the transverse spin utuations) the
full (H,T ) phase diagram for a eld in the various diretion, whih an be ompared with the existing experimental
data. At the same time, the ontinuum eld theory provides an elegant and straighforward desription of the spin
utuations in the oupled-layers ase, and also of the various spin-op transitions that may our in La2CuO4 at
moderate elds.
The struture of the paper is as follows. In Setion II we introdue the model Hamiltonians for Sr2CuO2Cl2 and
La2CuO4, appropriate to desribe a onventional anisotropi two-dimensional antiferromagnet and a DM antiferro-
magnet, respetively. In Setion III we sketh the standard semilassial alulations of the magnon gaps at zero
eld in the two ases, and at nite magneti eld for the standard anisotropi ase. Then the same (onventional)
results are reprodued in Setion IV using the NLSM approah, whose main properties are here desribed. Setion V
is dediated to the ase of a layered DM antiferromagnet, and the eets of an uniform magneti eld applied along
the three rystallographi diretions are extensively disussed, with referene to the spei struture of La2CuO4.
The onlusions are reported in Setion VI. In a seond part,
18
we shall make a quantitative omparison between
the preditions of the theory developed in this artile and the magneti spetrum probed by one-magnon Raman
sattering in both La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2.
II. SPIN-HAMILTONIANS FOR CONVENTIONAL AND DM ANISOTROPIES
La2CuO4 is a body entered orthorhombi antiferromagnet with Bmab rystal struture. A single layer of CuO2
ions in La2CuO4 an be desribed by the S = 1/2 Hamiltonian
Hsl[S,D] = J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj +
∑
〈i,j〉
Dij · (Si × Sj) +
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · ←→Γ ij · Sj , (1)
where Dij and
←→
Γ ij are, respetively, the DM and XY anisotropi interation terms that arise due to the spin-orbit
oupling and diret-exhange in the low-temperature orthorhombi (LTO) phase of La2CuO4.
7
Throughout this work
we adopt the LTO (abc) oordinate system of Fig. 1,19 for both the spin and lattie degrees of freedom, and we use
units where ~ = kB = 1.
The diretion and the alternating pattern of the DM vetors, shown in Fig. 1, have been alulated by several
authors
7
by taking into aount the tilting struture of the oxygen otahedra and of the symmetry of the La2CuO4
rystal. For La2CuO4 the DM vetors are in good approximation perpendiular to the Cu − Cu bonds and hange
sign from one bond to the next one:
DAB =
1√
2
(d,−d, 0), DAC = 1√
2
(d, d, 0), (2)
while the XY matries
←→
Γ provide essentially an easy-plane anisotropy for the Hamiltonian (1):
←→
Γ AB=

 Γ1 Γ2 0Γ2 Γ1 0
0 0 Γ3

, ←→Γ AC=

 Γ1 −Γ2 0−Γ2 Γ1 0
0 0 Γ3

,
where AB and AC label the Cu++ sites on horizontal/vertial bonds respetively (see Fig. 1). As it has been
stressed by Shekhtman et al.
7
, even though the parameters d and Γ1,2,3 > 0 have dierent orders of magnitude,
with d ∼ 10−2J and Γi ∼ 10−4J , they should be onsidered on the same footing (see also disussion following Eq.
3(12) below). Indeed, one an show that onsidering the two last terms of Eq. (1) the interation between spins on a
neighboring bond an be written in a ompletely isotropi form by rotating loally the spin operators around the Dij
axis by an angle θij = arctan |Dij |/2J . As a onsequene, weak ferromagnetism arises only when global frustration
of the DM pattern exists. In term of the DM vetors dened above, this ondition orresponds to having d+ 6= d−,
where d± = (DAB ±DBC)/2. This ondition is learly satised by the DM vetors (2), so that WF is expeted in
La2CuO4.
A realisti model for La2CuO4 should inlude also interlayer oupling. In the orthorhombi unit ell of La2CuO4
the spins of the Cu atoms are displaed by an in-plane diagonal vetor (1/2, 1/2, 0) from one layer to the next one.
As a onsequene, given a ouple of spins in a layer and the nearest ouple in the next one, the DM vetor of the
orresponding bond will hange sign. We an then write the full Hamiltonian as:
H = J⊥
∑
m
Sm · Sm+1 +
∑
m
Hsl[S
m,Dm], (3)
where Sm represents the spin at a generi position (i, j) of the mth plane and DmAB,AC = (−1)mDAB,AC . Sine the
La2CuO4 unit ell is body entered, the oupling J⊥ in Eq. (3) onnets the two spins at (0, 0, 0) and (1/2, 0, 1/2)
in the LTO notation. It is worth noting that the pure 2D system (1) does not display any spin rotational symmetry,
so it an order at nite temperature without violating the Mermin-Wagner theorem. However, in the presene of an
interlayer oupling the transition to the AF state will ultimately have 3D harater, with spins aligned AF also in the
c diretion. On the other hand, as we shall disuss below, the interplay between the interlayer oupling and the DM
interation an lead to a quite unonventional behavior in the presene of a nite magneti eld. Indeed, the DM
interation is not only the soure of an easy-plane anisotropy (the spins prefers to align perpendiularly to the DM
vetor d+), but indues also an anomalous oupling between the AF order parameter and an applied magneti eld.
These eets an be better understood by omparing the results obtained with the model (1) (and its three-
dimensional version (3)) with the ones oming from a more onventional 2D anisotropi Heisenberg model, as:
Hcon =
∑
〈i,j〉
JSbiS
b
j + (J − αa)Sai Saj + (J − αc)Sci Scj . (4)
The Hamiltonian (4) is the appropriate starting model for Sr2CuO2Cl2, where interlayer oupling is even less relevant
than in La2CuO4 due to the frustation on the tetragonal unit ell. Here the rystallographi in-plane a, b axes are
hoosen with b parallel to the spin easy axis (whih is along the xy diretion), so that we will have a similar notation
to the one used for La2CuO4. However, a = b for Sr2CuO2Cl2, sine the system is tetragonal. As we explained in
the introdution, αa should be zero in a tetragonal system. Nonetheless, quantum eets an indue an in-plane
anisotropy
16
whih we will mimi with a nite αa anisotropy term in what follows. To larify to what extent the DM
interation introdues an anomalous behavior, we shall start our analysis of easy-axis antiferromagnetism from the
anisotropi model (4). We will then be able to go bak to the model (1)-(3) and to orretly distinguish the eets of
the magneti eld alone from the ones arising from the presene of the DM interation.
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FIG. 1: Left: the hathed irles represent the O
−−
ions tilted above the CuO2 plane; the empty ones are tilted below it; small
blak irles are Cu
++
ions. Right: Shemati arrangement of the staggered magnetization (small arrows) and DM vetors
(open arrows). Right bottom: denition of the vetor d+ = D+/4S.
4III. SEMICLASSICAL APPROACH
A. Conventional anisotropies
Let us start our analysis of the single-layer Hamiltonian (4) using a semilassial approah. Similar alulations
have been already arried out in dierent ontexts,
20,21
and here we shall just review the main steps to x the notation
and to larify the onventional behavior of an ordinary easy-axis antiferromagnet. Let us denote by S1 and S2 the
spins on the two AF sublatties. The free energy density in the AF phase an be written:
F = zJSb1S
b
2 + z(J − αa)Sa1Sa2 + z(J − αc)Sc1Sc2, (5)
where z is the number of nearest neighbors and Sa,b,c are the omponents of the vetor along the three rystallographi
axes. Within the semilassial approah, the spins are treated as lassial vetors of length S: thus the ground-state
onguration an be easily determined by imposing that ∇SiF = 0. This ondition learly shows that the spins order
along the b diretion, with S01 = −S02 = Sxb. To alulate the magnon gaps one uses the lassial equations of motion:
dSi
dt
= Si ×∇SiF, i = 1, 2 (6)
where ∇SiF/(gsµB) represents the eetive loal magneti eld around whih eah magneti moment (gsµB)S pre-
esses. Here gs is the gyromagneti ratio and µB is the Bohr magneton. By expanding the spins around the lassial
solution, S1 = S(m
a
1 , 1,m
b
1),S2 = S(m
a
2 ,−1,mb2) Eqs. (6) give a set of 4 oupled equations for the time dependene
of the transverse spin utuations, whih an be easily solved by putting mαi (t) = m
α
i exp(iωt). It then follows that
the ω are the eigenvalues of the matrix (orresponding to the vetor (mc1,m
c
2,m
a
1 ,m
a
2)):
izS


0 0 J J − αc
0 0 −J + αc −J
−J −J + αa 0 0
J − αa J 0 0

 . (7)
The eigenvalues ω = ±ωa and ω = ±ωc orrespond to eigenmodes desribing spin utuations with a larger a/c
omponent respetively, allowing for the identiation of ωa and ωc as the magnon gaps for the in-plane and out-of-
plane spin-wave modes:
20
ωa = ma = zS
√
2αaJ, ωc = mc = zS
√
2αcJ, (8)
where we approximated
√
2αa,cJ − αaαc ≈
√
2αa,cJ beause αa, αc ≪ J .
In the presene of a nite magneti eld a term −∑iH ·Si must be added to Eq. (4), whih translates into a term−H · (S1 + S2) in Eq. (5). Observe that in what follows we shall measure the magneti eld in units of gsµB = 1,
unless expliitly stated. Then one follows the same proedure as before, by notiing that when a transverse eld is
applied (i.e. a eld perpendiular to the easy axis) the sublattie ground-state ongurations S01,2 aquire an uniform
omponent in the eld diretion proportional to H/z(2J − αa,c) (for a eld along a and c, respetively). By adding
utuations transverse to the new equilibrium diretion one nds for example for H ‖ a the utuation matrix:
izS


0 0 J J − αc
0 0 −J + αc −J
−J cos2 φ+ (J − α) sin2 φ− (H/zS) sinφ J sin2 φ− (J − αa) cos2 φ 0 0
−J sin2 φ+ (J − α) cos2 φ J cos2 φ− (J − α) sin2 φ+ (H/zS) sinφ 0 0

 ,
where φ = arcsin(H/zS(2J − αa)) ≈ H/zS2J . As a onsequene, the new magnon gaps are:21
ωa(H) =
√
m2a +H
2, ωc(H) = mc. (9)
Observe that sine the anting of the spins due to the magneti eld is small, the eigenmodes still desribe utuations
having predominantly a or c harater, respetively. We see that the eet of a transverse magneti eld is to harden
the gap of the mode in the eld diretion, and to leave the other gap unhanged. Indeed, when H is parallel to c we
nd a similar result, with an inreasing ωc gap and a onstant ωa gap.
5Finally, let us onsider the ase of a longitudinal eld, i.e. of a eld parallel to the easy axis. In this onguration
no uniform spin magnetization develops, but the magneti eld eetively shifts the AF oupling along the easy axis
in the two sublatties, so that the new utuation matrix reads:
izS


0 0 J +H/zS J − αc
0 0 −J + αc −(J −H/zS)
−(J +H/zS) −J + αa 0 0
J − αa J −H/zS 0 0

 .
The four eigenvalues are given by
ω2/(zS)2 = J(αa + αc)− αaαc + (H/zS)2 ±
√
(αc − αa)2J2 + 4(αa + αc)J(H/zS)2 − (H/zS)2(αa + αc)2,
and using the fat that αa, αc ≪ J they an be readily expressed in terms of the bare gaps ma,mc as:
ω2a =
m2a +m
2
c
2
+H2 −
√(
m2a −m2c
2
)2
+ 4H2
(
m2c +m
2
a
2
)
,
ω2c =
m2a +m
2
c
2
+H2 +
√(
m2a −m2c
2
)2
+ 4H2
(
m2c +m
2
a
2
)
, (10)
where we assumed mc > ma. Note that at elds larger than the bare gaps one observes essentially a linear inrease of
the magnon gaps with the magneti eld. In the ase of degenerate gaps, αc = αa, only the linear regime is aessible
and Eqs. (10) simplify to:
20
ωa = ma −H, ωc = mc +H.
B. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interations
Let us disuss how the previous results are modied in the presene of DM interations. First, taking into aount
that Γ1,2 ≪ d≪ J the free energy density orresponding to the Hamiltonian (1) an be written as:
F = zJ(Sa1S
a
2 + S
b
1S
b
2) + z(J − αc)Sc1Sc2 + zd+(Sb1Sc2 − Sc1Sb2),
where αc = Γ1 − Γ3 > 0 and d+ = |d+| = d/
√
2. The ground-state onguration of the previous free energy has been
already disussed by several authors (see for example
7,8,10
). The spins order AF with an easy axis in the b diretion, but
with an additional small ferromagneti (FM) omponent along c, S01 = S(0, cosφ, sinφ) and S
0
2 = S(0,− cosφ, sinφ).
The angle φ of the out-of-plane anting of the spins is given by φ0 = (1/2) arctan[2d+/(2J − αc)] ≈ d+/2J and it is
due to the DM interation (see also Fig. 3 below). When this anting is taken into aount in the linearized equations
of motion (6), one an easily see that the matrix for the transverse utuations in zero eld has the same struture
of Eq. (7), with
αa = d+φ0 ≈ d2+/(2J). (11)
As a onsequene, the eet of the DM interation is twofold: it indues the FM anting of the spins, and it redues
the AF oupling in the a diretion. The orresponding magnon gaps are, using Eq. (8) and the equivalene (11):
ωa = ma = zSd+, ωc = mc = zS
√
2αcJ. (12)
Notie that the gap of the a mode is proportional to d, while the gap of the c mode sales with the square-root
of the parameter αc = Γ1 − Γ3. As a onsequene, even though Γi ∼ 10−4J and d ∼ 10−2J the two gaps are of
the same order of magnitude in La2CuO4. When a nite magneti eld is applied the system will evolve towards a
new ground-state onguration. Following the proedure desribed above the new magnon gaps an be determined.
However, we will not present these alulations here, beause we shall desribe in detail in the next setions how these
results an be obtained using the NLSM approah, and how do they dier from the results (9) and (10), that we shall
refer to as 'onventional' in what follows.
6IV. NLSM FORMULATION FOR CONVENTIONAL ANISOTROPIES
In this setion we will show how the behavior of the spin gaps in the presene of magneti eld an be easily derived
within a NLSM desription of the low-energy physis of the spin model (4) and (3). We will rst disuss the simple
anisotropi model (4), to show the agreement with the results (9) and (10) presented above. Sine the semilassial
approah is muh more lengthly and less transparent than the NLSM desription, we shall adopt the latter to deal
with the more ompliated ase of the Hamiltonian (3).
The derivation of the NLSM starting for the 2D Heisenberg Hamiltonian has been extensively disussed in the
literature.
22
Here we just reall the main steps and stress the origin of the mass terms due to the anisotropies in
Eq. (4). First, we deompose the unit vetor Ωi = Si/S at site ri into its slowly-varying staggered and uniform
omponents,
Ωi =
Si(τ)
S
= eiQ·xin(xi, τ) + aL(xi, τ), (13)
where Q = (pi, pi) and a is the lattie parameter. The onstraint Ω2i = 1 is enfored by n
2
i = 1 and Li · ni = 0. Using
this deomposition, the Heisenberg part of the Hamiltonian (1) has the standard form
24
LHJ = J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj = JS
2
2
∫
d2x
[
(∇n)2 + 8L2] , (14)
while the terms proportional to αa, αc give rise to:
23
Lα = −
∑
〈i,j〉
αaS
a
i S
a
j + αcS
c
iS
c
j =
S2
a2
∫
d2x
[
2αan
2
a + 2αcn
2
c +−
1
2
a2αa(∇nα)2 − 1
2
a2αc(∇nc)2
]
. (15)
Sine αa,c ≪ J we an neglet the orretion indued by the small anisotropies to the gradient of the transverse modes
in Eq. (14), and we an retain just the rst two terms of Lα. Using a path-integral oherent states representation of
the spin states, whih in addition to the previous ontributions gives rise to the (dynamial) Wess-Zumino term
24
LWZ = −iS
a
∫
d2xL · (n× n˙),
we an obtain the partition funtion Z =
∫
Dnδ(n2− 1)e−S , with the ation S = ∫ dτ [LHJ +Lα+LWZ ]. After inte-
gration of the L utuations we obtain the following anisotropi non-linear σ model (β = 1/T and
∫
=
∫ β
0 dτ
∫
d2x):
S0 = 1
2gc
∫ {
(∂τn)
2 + c2(∇n)2 +m2an2a +m2c n2c
}
. (16)
The bare oupling onstant g and spin veloity c are given by gc = 8Ja2 and c = 2
√
2JSa, and we dened m2a,c =
32JS2αa,c, whih orresponds to the result (8) above with z = 4, as appropriate in two dimensions. In generi d
dimensions the oeients 2αa,c in Eq. (15) are replaed by z/2αa,c and one puts gc = 4dJa
d = 2zJad, leading again
to the denition (8) of the masses. In the NLSM (16) the spin stiness is renormalized by quantum utuations to
ρs = c(1/Ng−Λ/4pi),22,25,26 where Λ is a uto for momentum integrals and N = 3 is the number of spin omponents.
When the system orders we nd the staggered magnetization at 〈n〉 = σ0xˆb, beause the orientation along xˆa or xˆc
would ost an energy ma or mc, respetively.
It is worth noting that even though the NLSM (16) ontains expliitly only the staggered spin omponent n,
nonetheless the saddle-point value of the uniform spin omponent L determined before integrating it out ontains the
residual information about the ferromagnetially ordered spin omponent. This is evident when an external magneti
eld is applied on the system. In this ase one an easily repeat the previous alulations by taking into aount that
the saddle-point value of the uniform magnetization L aquires an additional ontribution proportional to H:27
L =
i
8aSJ
(n× n˙) + 1
8aSJ
[H− n(n ·H)]. (17)
Observe that the rst term is proportional to the time derivative of n, so it averages to zero for the equlibrium
onguration (indeed no FM omponent is present in the ordinary AF phase). However, at nite H a non-vanishing
average uniform omponent L appears in the eld diretion. After integration over L the ation (16) aquires
7additional terms proportional to H, whih an be reast into a shift of the time-derivative of n, as expeted from the
spins preession around the applied eld:
S(H) = S0(∂τn→ ∂τn+ iH× n) = S0 + 1
2gc
∫ [
2iH · (n× ∂τn)−H2 + (H · n)2
]
. (18)
Observe that in the NLSM the onstraint n2 = 1 allows one to rewrite the last two terms of Eq. (18) also as −H2n2⊥,
where n⊥ is the omponent of the order parameter perpendiular to the eld.
The non-linearity of the model (16)-(18) resides in the onstraint n2 = 1 for the staggered eld. We will implement
it by means of a Lagrange multiplier λ(x, τ), whih orresponds to add a term
∫
iλ(n2 − 1) to the ation (18), and
to perform an additional funtional integration over λ in the partition funtion.26 In the saddle-point approximation
λ an be taken as a onstant λ0, and one an expand the eld n in terms of utuations around a given equilibrium
onguration n0. Both the value of the Lagrange multiplier and of the order parameter at eah temperature will
be determined by minimizing the ation with respet to them. The result follows straighforwardly in the ase of
no magneti eld: assuming n0 = (0, σ0, 0), and integrating out in momentum spae the (transverse) Gaussian
utuations around it, n = (na, σ0, nc), we obtain Z = exp(−S¯) with:
S¯ = 1
2
Tr log Gˆ+
βA
2gc
[
m2(σ20 − 1)
]
, (19)
where A is the area of the 2D system, m2 = iλ02gc and the matrix Gˆ−1 is given by:
Gˆ−1 =
1
gc
(
ω2n + c
2k2 +m2a +m
2 0
0 ω2n + c
2k2 +m2c +m
2
)
, (20)
where ωn = 2pinT and q are the Matsubara frequenies and the momenta, respetively, and the trae in Eq. (19) is
over ωm,q and the matrix indexes. By minimizing the ation (19) we obtain two equations:
m2σ0 = 0,
σ20 = 1−NI⊥, (21)
where I⊥ = (1/2)(Ia + Ic) aounts for the transverse utuations, with
Ia,c =
1
βA
∑
k,ωn
Ga,c(k, ωn) =
1
βA
∑
k,ωn
〈|na,c(k, ωn)|2〉, (22)
where Ga,c = 〈n2a,c〉 is the Green funtion for the a, c mode. From Eq. (21) we see that two regimes are possible:22,26
(i) σ0 = 0,m 6= 0, whih orresponds to the paramegneti phase. Here m2 plays the role of the inverse orrelation
length, dened by the seond of Eqs. (21) for σ0 = 0, i.e. 1 = NI⊥(m
2); (ii) m = 0, σ0 6= 0 whih is the ordered phase,
where the order parameter is an inreasing funtion of temperature below TN , dened as the temperature at whih
the mass rst vanishes, i.e. 1 = NI⊥(0). Observe that in the 2D ase the funtions Ia,c an be evaluated analytially
and are given by:
Ia,c =
gT
2pic
ln
{
sinh(cΛ/2T )
sinh(ωa,c/2T )
}
. (23)
As far as the magnon gaps are onerned, they are dened as the poles of the spetral funtion at zero momentum:
Aa,c(ω) = − 1
pi
ImGa,c(iωn → ω + i0+,k = 0) = 1
2ma,c
[δ(ω −ma,c)− δ(ω +ma,c)] , (24)
where the last equality only holds in the ase of a matrix for the transverse utuations having the diagonal struture
of Eq. (20). Thus, one an identify ma,c as the magnon gaps at zero eld.
A. Transverse eld
Let us analyze how the previous results are modied in the presene of a nite magneti eld. We rst onsider the
ase of a transerse eld, for example H ‖ a. Eq. (18) then reads:
S = S0 + 1
2gc
∫ [
2iH(nb∂τnc − nc∂τnb)−H2 +H2n2a + iλ2gc(n2 − 1)
]
.
8As a onsequene, using again n = (na, σ0, nc), the only modiation to the previous set of equations is the replaement
of m2a with m
2
a+H
2
in the Eq. (20) dening the transverse utuations. Thus, one reovers the same phase transition
as before (with negligible quantitative orretions to the TN and the σ0 value). As far as the magnon gaps are
onerned, we see that the c mode is unhanged, while it ours a shift of the mass of the a mode, leading to two
poles at:
ω2a = m
2
a +H
2, ω2c = m
2
c ,
orresponding to the result (9) that we derived above.
B. Longitudinal eld
In the ase instead of a longitudinal eld, H ‖ b, Eq. (18) reads:
S = S0 + 1
2gc
∫ [
2iH(na∂τnc − nc∂τna)−H2(n2a + n2c) + iλ2gc(n2 − 1)
]
.
Thus, when n = (na, σ0, nc) we nd that the equivalent of the inverse matrix (20) aquires o-diagonal terms propor-
tional to the applied eld:
Gˆ−1 =
1
gc
(
ω2n + c
2k2 +m2a −H2 +m2 2ωH
−2ωH ω2n + c2k2 +m2c −H2 +m2
)
.
As a onsequene, the matrix Gˆ whih denes the transverse utuations reads:
Gˆ =
(gc)
det Gˆ
(
ω2n + ε
2
c(k)−H2 −2ωH
2ωH ω2n + ε
2
a(k) −H2
)
, (25)
where ε2a,c(k) = c
2k2 +m2a,c. Due to this struture, the poles of the spetral funtions for the a, c modes are the zeros
of the determinant of the Gˆ matrix at k = 0 and iωn → ω + i0+:
(−ω2 + ε2a(0)−H2)(−ω2 + ε2c(0)−H2)− 4ω2H2 = 0,
and orrespond to the two solutions (10) determined above using semilassial spin-wave theory. Observe that in
priniple both solutions appear in the spetral funtion of the a or c mode. However, the spetral weight assoiated
to the two solutions ωa,c diers in the two ases. For example, for the a mode we have:
Aa(ω > 0) =
[
Za
2ωa
δ(ω − ωa) + Zc
2ωc
δ(ω − ωc)
]
, (26)
where the residua at the poles are (see also Eq. (41) below) Za,c = ±(−ω2a,c+m2c−H2)/(ω2c−ω2a). Sine Za/ωa ≫ Zc/ωc
one an onlude that the spetral funtion of the a mode is dominated by the pole at ωa, and onversely for the c
mode, onrming the identiation of the two funtion (10) as the orret magnon gaps in an applied longitudinal
eld.
C. In-plane eld
Finally, for the sake of ompleteness we analyze the ase when the eld is applied in the plane forming an arbitrary
angle φ with the a axis. Thus, the eld has both a longitudinal (H sinφ) and a transverse (H cosφ) omponent, and
we expet an intermediate behavior between the two ases analyzed above. Following the same line of alululations
desribed in the previous subsetions, we obtain:
ω2a =
m2a +m
2
c
2
+
H2
2
A
−
√(
m2a −m2c
2
)2
+
H2
2
A(m2a +m
2
c) +m
2
aH
2 sin2 φ−m2cH2 cos 2φ+
H4
4
[A2 +B], (27)
9where
A = 3 sin2 φ+ cos 2φ,
B = 4 cos 2φ sin2 φ.
For the c mode we obtain an analogous expression, with a plus sign in front of the square-root term in Eq. (27). Thus,
Eq. (27) redues to the results (9) and (10) when φ = 0 and φ = pi/2, respetively. The behavior of ωa for various
values of the angle φ as a funtion of the eld strength H is plotted in Fig. 2. At φ = pi/2 the expression (27) (and
then also Eq. (10)) is vanishing at a eld Hc = ma. Indeed, as we disuss in detail in Se. V-A, at this ritial eld
the spins perform an in-plane spin-op transition to orient perpendiularly to the magneti eld. When φ deviates
from pi/2 the longitudinal eld omponent dereases and the spin-op transition moves to a higher value of the eld.
Aordingly, the eld dependene of the gap hanges ontinuosly, going from a dereasing funtion to an inreasing
one, reovering at φ = 0 the inreasing behavior ditated by Eq. (9), harateristi of a purely transverse eld. From
Fig. 2 it is also lear that the two extreme ases are also the ones where the largest deviation of the gap from the
zero-eld value an be observed.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Field dependene of the in-plane magnon gap for an in-plane eld applied at an arbitrary angle φ with
the a axis, see Eq. (27). The ase φ = 0 orresponds to the transverse-eld ase analyzed in Se. IV-A, Eq. (9), while the ase
φ = pi/2 orresponds to a purely longitudinal eld, Eq. (10), whih has a spin-op transition at H = ma. The behavior of the
gap above the spin-op transition is desribed in Se. V-A below.
V. NLSM WITH INTERLAYER COUPLING AND DM INTERACTION
One we have established the equivalene between the semilassial approah and the NLSM derivation of the spin-
wave gaps for an ordinary easy-axis antiferromagnet, we an disuss the more general ase of the model (3) where
also interlayer oupling and DM interations are present. The NLSM for this system has been already derived in
Refs.10,12,23, where it has been shown that in the absene of magneti eld a 3D analogous of Eq. (16) holds:
S0 = 1
2gc
∑
m
∫ {
(∂τnm)
2 + c2(∇nm)2 + η(nm − nm+1)2 + (D+nam)2 + Γc(ncm)2
}
, (28)
where m in the layer index, D+ = D+xˆa, D+ = 4Sd+, Γc = 32JS
2(Γ1 − Γ3) and η = 2JJ⊥. In this notation the
in-plane and out-of-plane modes have masses:
ma = D+ = 4Sd+, mc =
√
Γc = 4S
√
2J(Γ1 − Γ3), (29)
in agreement with the results (12) above. Moreover, the uniform magnetization of eah layer aquires an additional
ontribution proportional to the DM vetor D+ with respet to Eq. (17) :
Lm =
i
8aSJ
(nm × n˙m) + 1
8aSJ
[(−1)mnm ×D+ +H− nm(nm ·H)], (30)
10
where the osillating fator (−1)m in the term proportional toD+ aounts for the eet of the tilting of the ohtaedra
on neighboring planes, as disussed below Eq. (3). As one an easily see applying the saddle-point approah desribed
in the previous Setion to the ation (28), at H = 0 the system orders AF below TN in a 3D staggered onguration,
with nm along b in eah layer. Moreover, due to the osillating fator (−1)m in Eq. (30), the spins in eah layer
aquire a FM omponents Lm, with the vetors Lm ordered AF in neighboring layers, see Fig. 3.
H = 0, 〈nm〉 = σ0xˆb, 〈Lm〉 = (−1)m 〈nm〉D+
8aSJ
= (−1)mσ0D+
8aSJ
. (31)
The additional term in D+ in Eq. (30) translates in an additional oupling between the order parameter and H when
the full NLSM ation at nite magneti eld is omputed:
S(B) = S0 + 1
2gc
∑
m
∫ [
2iH · (nm × ∂τnm)−H2 + (H · nm)2 − (−1)m2H · (nm ×D+)
]
. (32)
As it has been disussed in Refs. 8,9,10,12,14, the eetive staggered eld ating on the AF order parameter due to
the presene of the DM interation makes the system an unonventional easy-axis AF. As far as the spin-waves gaps
are onerned, the results of the previous Setions apply only in some spei regimes, as we shall analyze below. It
is worth noting that the last three terms in Eq. (32) are proportional to:
−H · (LHm + LDMm ), (33)
where LHm and L
DM
m are the ontributions to Lm in Eq. (30) proportional to the magneti eld and to the DM term,
respetively. As a onsequene, the ground-state of the ation (32) will be determined by the ompetition between
the energeti ost of the bare ation S0 and the tendeny of the system to maximize the uniform spin omponents in
the eld diretion, to gain energy from the term (33). Even though part of the ground-state phenomenology has been
already desribed in Ref. 8,9,10,12,14, here we will derive these results within the general language of the saddle-point
approximation for the NLSM, by fousing on the magnon-gaps behavior,
10
that will be ompared with the expetation
for an ordinary easy-axis AF, desribed in the previous Setion. Then we shall also ompute the eet of quantum
and thermal orretions, whih allows us to investigate the (H,TN ) phase diagram in the various ase.
c
b
FIG. 3: (Color online) Spin onguration at zero applied magneti eld in La2CuO4. The arrows with a solid tip represent
the staggered spin omponents (−1)meiQ·rinmi , the arrows with a two-lines tip represent the uniform spin omponents L
m
i , the
arrows with an open tip the full spins S
m
i .
A. H paralell to b
When the eld is in the b diretion the last term in Eq. (32) generates a staggered eld along the c diretion whih
leads to a rotation of the order parameter in the bc plane:9,10,14
S(B) = S0 + 1
2gc
∑
m
∫ [
2iH(nam∂τn
c
m − ncm∂τnam)−H2[(ncm)2 + (nam)2] + 2hmncm + iλm2gc(n2m − 1)
]
,
where we put hm = (−1)mHD+ and we introdued expliitly also a set of Lagrange multipliers λm whih enfore the
onstraint n2m = 1 in eah layer. Due to the anomalous oupling, a nite omponent in the c diretion an arise. For
a generi onguration nm = (0, σ
b
m, σ
c
m) we nd the ground-state ation (m
2
m = 2iλmgc):
S¯cl = βA
2gc
∑
m
η(σbm − σbm+1)2 + η(σcm − σcm+1)2 − 2hmσcm + (m2c −H2)(σcm)2 +m2m[(σbm)2 + (σcm)2 − 1].
11
The saddle-point equations then read:
η(2σbm − σbm+1 − σbm−1) +m2mσbm = 0,
(m2c −H2)σcm + hm + η(2σcm − σcm+1 − σcm−1) +m2σcm = 0,
(σbm)
2 + (σcm)
2 = 1.
At low eld, one an easily hek that the lassial onguration is given by an order parameter with a uniform σb
omponent in neighboring layers and an osillating σc omponent (whih orresponds to the c omponents of the spins
oming from the (−1)meiQ·rinmi term ordered ferromagnetially in neighboring planes, see Fig. 5):
S¯cl = −βA
2gc
|σc|h, m2m = m2,
σmb = σb = 1− σ2c , σcm = (−1)mσc = (−1)m
−HD+
m2c + 4η −H2
. (34)
In this onguration the Lm vetors are given by:
LHm =
H
8aSJ
[
σ2c xˆb − (−1)mσcσbxˆc
]
,
LDMm =
D+
8aSJ
[|σc|xˆb + (−1)mσbxˆc] , (35)
so that the average (i.e. summed over neighboring layers) uniform magnetization is along b and given by 〈L〉 =
(1/8aSJ)[D+|σc|+Hσ2c ]xˆb. Thus, the osillating harater of σcm allows for the DM-indued magnetization to allign
in the diretion of the eld, see Fig. 5. After inlusion of the transverse a, c utuations, the order-parameter equations
read:
σ2b = 1− σ2c −NI⊥(m = 0),
σc = − HD+
m2c + 4η −H2
, T < TN , (36)
below TN and
σb = 0,⇒ 1 = σ2c +NI⊥(m),
σc = − HD+
m2c + 4η −H2 +m2
, T > TN , (37)
above TN , where I⊥ is omputed using the matrix (25) disussed above for the ase of longitudinal eld. Moreover,
sine the system is now 3D, we have that the energy dispersion of the transverse modes is
ε2a,c(k, k⊥) = c
2k2 + 2η(1− cos k⊥d) +m2a,c, (38)
where d is the interlayer saping and an additional integration over out-of-plane momentum k⊥ must be inluded in
omputing Ia,c. Thus, taking into aount the non-diagonal harater of the utuations matrix (25), we have for
example for the a mode:
Ia =
1
βV
∑
ωn,k,k⊥
〈|na(ωn,k, k⊥)|2〉 = 1
V
∑
k,k⊥
Za(k, k⊥)
2ωa(k, k⊥)
coth
βωa(k, k⊥)
2
+
Zc(k, k⊥)
2ωc(k, k⊥)
coth
βωc(k, k⊥)
2
, (39)
where V is the 3D volume of the system. Here ωa,c are the generalization of Eq. (10) at nite momentum:
ω2a,c(k, k⊥) =
ε2c + ε
2
a
2
+H2 ±
√(
ε2c − ε2a
2
)2
+ 4H2
(
ε2c + ε
2
a
2
)
, (40)
where the expliit dependene of εa,c on momenta has been omitted. Analogously, the spetral weights Za,c of the
two poles are given by:
Za,c(k, k⊥) = ±
−ω2a,c + ε2c(k, k⊥)−H2
ω2c (k, k⊥)− ω2a(k, k⊥)
, (41)
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Momentum dependene of the spetral weight orresponding to the poles at ωa(k, k⊥) or ωc(k, k⊥) in
Eq. (39). Here k⊥ = 0, ma = 0.02J,mc = 0.05J, c = J , and we used units suh that H=1 T orresponds to 10
−3J . Inset:
momentum dependene of Za, Zc dened in Eq. (41). Observe that even thought Za ≈ Zc at H = 10 T as ka ∼ 0.5 the
ontribution at k = 0 is always predominant in the momentum sum (39), due to the fat that the a gap softens as the eld
strenght inreases.
and are plotted in the inset of Fig. 4 for k⊥ = 0 as a funtion of ka. Note that sine in all the formulas the magneti
eld is measured in units of gsµB ≈ 0.1 meV, and sine typial values of J are of the order of 130 meV, we used for
simpliity the equivalene H = 1 T=10−3J . Due to the thermal fators, the main ontribution in the momentum
integration in Eq. (39) omes from k = k⊥ = 0, where also the fators Zα/ωa have the largest value, see Fig. 4. As a
onsequene, we an safely approximate the momentum dependene of Eq. (40) with
ω2a,c(k, k⊥) ≈ ω2a,c + c2k2 + 2η(1− cos k⊥d), (42)
where ωa,c are the magnon gaps given in Eq. (10), and we an neglet the momentum dependene of Za,c in Eq. (39).
We thus obtain below TN :
Ia = Za(0)I3D(ωa) + Zc(0)I3D(ωc), (43)
where I3D(M) is the extension to the layered 3D ase of the integral (23):
I3D(M) =
gT
2pic
∫ pi
−pi
dz
2pi
ln
{
sinh(cΛ/2T )
sinh
√
M2 + 2η(1− cos z)/2T
}
. (44)
Above TN we simply substitute ω
2
a,c → ω2a,c + m2 in Eq. (43), where as usual m2 plays the role of the inverse
orrelation length, to be obtained solving the self-onsisteny equation (37). As far as the c utuations are onerned,
the previous result is learly reversed, with a larger ontribution oming from the pole at ωc, sine now Za,c(0) =
∓(−ω2a,c +m2a −H2)/(ω2c − ω2a).
As the eld strength inreases we see that, aording to Eq. (10), the smaller gap ωa dereases, and vanishes at the
ritial eld:
H(1)c = ma = D+. (45)
Indeed, at H
(1)
c we have a spin-op transition: the in-plane omponent of the order parameter rotate from the b to
the a diretion, so that the lassial onguration beomes:
nm = (σa, 0, (−1)mσc). (46)
The uniform magnetization hanges orrespondingly:
LHm =
H
8aSJ
xˆb, L
DM
m =
D+
8aSJ
|σc|xˆb, (47)
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Magneti-eld dependene at of the spins ground state and of the T = 0 average uniform magnetization
in the eld diretion for a eld along the b axis. At nite magneti eld the order-parameter n rotates in the bc plane. The
spin onguration is determined as usual by Si/S = (−1)
meiQ·rinmi + L
m
i , where the staggered and uniform omponents are
indiated by arrows with dierent tips as in Fig. 3: the arrows with a two-lines tip represent the uniform omponents Lm and
the arrows with a solid tip the staggered omponents (−1)meiQ·rinmi . At H < H
(1)
c ≈ 18 T (left in the gure) nm is dened in
Eq. (34) and Lm in Eq. (35), so that the spins have both the staggered and uniform omponent in the bc plane. The uniform
omponents are due both to the magneti eld and to the DM interation, see Eq. (35), and the sum of LM +Lm+1 is alligned
along the eld. Above the spin-op transition (right in the gure) the staggered omponents nm lie in the ac plane see Eq.
(46) (so that the part along a is orthogonal to the plane of the gure and indiated by a ross) and the uniform omponents
Lm point along b, see Eq. (47). The order-parameter values used to evaluate the 〈L〉 are the same reported in Fig. 7. Observe
that sine in our approximation the ritial eld H
(1)
c is independent of temperature, as well as σc, the uniform magnetization
is temperature independent below TN .
and jumps disontinously at the spin-op transition by a quantity H [1− σc(H(1)c )]/8aSJ , see Fig. 5.
By adding b and c utuations around this ground-state solution we obtain the new saddle-point equations:
σ2a = 1− σ2c −NI˜⊥(m = 0),
σc = − HD+
m2c + 4η −m2a
, T < TN , (48)
and
σa = 0,⇒ 1 = σ2c +NI˜⊥(m),
σc = − HD+
m2c + 4η −m2a +m2
, T > TN , (49)
where I˜⊥ aounts for the b, c utuations desribed by the inverse matrix:
Gˆ−1 =
(
ω2(q) +H2 −m2a +m2 0
0 ω2(q) +m2c −m2a +m2
)
, (50)
where ω2(q) = ω2n+c
2k2+2η(1−cos k⊥d). As far as the magnon gaps are onerned, we see that above the transition
the eld in the b diretion ats as a transverse eld, sine the diretion of the magnetization has hanged. One again,
the behavior of the magnon gaps an be easily read from the Green's funtion matrix (50). We nd that the in-plane
mode orresponds now to a utuation of the b omponent, with a eld-dependent mass, while the out-of-plane mode
does not depend on the eld but should be resaled with respet to the ma gap:
ω2in ≡ ω2b =
√
H2 −m2a, ω2c =
√
m2c −m2a. (51)
The resulting eld dependene of the magnon gaps is reported in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Field dependene of the magnon gaps at T = 0 for a eld applied along the b axis. We used ma =
0.02J,mc = 0.05J , and units suh that H=1 T orresponds to 10
−3J , so that the rst ritial eld H
(1)
c = D+ = ma = 20 T.
Below H
(1)
c the in-plane and out-of-plane mode are orrespond to a and c omponent utuations, whose gaps are given by ωa
and ωc in Eq. (10), respetively. Above the ritial eld the in-plane mode orresponds to utuations of the b omponent, and
the magnon gaps are dened by Eq. (51).
By further inreasingH one will nally reahes a seond ritial eld above whih the transverse in-plane omponent
of the staggered order parameter vanishes, σa = 0, but the σc omponent is still nonzero, see Fig. 7. Sine by denition
|n| < 1, we an see from Eq. (48) that the solution (46) is valid only when σc ≤ 1, so at elds lower than9,10:
H(2,naive)c = (m
2
c + 4η −m2a)/D+. (52)
However, the estimate (52) does not take into aount quantum utuations, whih redue the T = 0 value of the
in-plane order parameter aording to Eq. (36). Sine the transverse utuations I⊥ do not depend strongly on the
magneti eld, one an see that the seond ritial eld, dened as the eld at whih σa(T = 0) = 0 in Eq. (48), is
given approximately by:
H(2)c ≃
m2c + 4η −m2a
D+
σ0(H = 0, T = 0), (53)
where σ0(H = 0) =
√
1−NI⊥(T = 0, H = 0) is the magnetization of the system measured at T = 0 along the b
axis without external magneti eld. Observe that quantum orretions an indeed redue onsiderably the seond
ritial eld. In Fig. 7 we report as an example the phase diagram for La2CuO4 of the transition temperature TN vs
H obtained in the saddle-point approximation. By estimating the parameter values from the Raman measurements
of the magnon gaps in Ref. 15 (see also 18), we hoose ma = 0.0116J , mc = 0.034J , η = 8 × 10−5J2, with J = 130
meV and gs = 2.1, as appropriate for the b diretion. For the stiness and spin-wave veloity we use ρs = 0.07J and
c = 1.3J respetively, whih are not far from the standard values quoted in the literature25,26 and have been shown
to be appropriate to reprodue (in the same approximation) the uniform-suseptibility data
12
. In the inset we also
report the T = 0 value of the order-parameter omponents as a funtion of the eld. As we an see, below H
(1)
c = D+,
σa = 0 and σb 6= 0, while the situation is reversed above the spin-op transition. The omponent σc is ontinuous at
the spin-op transition. In priniple, its slope as a funtion of the magneti eld hanges at the spin-op transition
aording to Eqs. (36) and (48). However, for the parameter values used here, as appropriate for La2CuO4, this
hange is almost undistinguishable in Fig. 7. Moreover, also the magnitude of the in-plane omponent is ontinuous
at the transition, the hange being only in its diretion.
As far as the seond ritial eld is onerned, it turns out that Eq. (53), whih uses the value of σ0 at H = 0, is an
exellent estimate of the seond ritial eld H
(2)
c , obtained by means of the self-onsistent value 1−NI˜⊥(H): indeed,
sine we found σ0(T = 0, H = 0) = 0.4 (see inset), and H
(2,naive)
c = 77 T, Eq. (53) would give H
(2)
c = 30.8 T, whih is
almost the value found numerially, see Fig. 7. It is worth noting that H
(2)
c has been measured reently in 1% doped
La2−xSrxCuO4 sample by Ono et al.
28
, who found H
(2)
c ≃ 20 T. Thus, even though H(2)c has not been measured in
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Phase diagram of the system for H ‖ b. The parameter values are hosen to reprodue the data of
La2CuO4, i.e. D+ = ma = 0.0116J , mc = 0.034J , J = 130 meV, ρs = 0.07J and c = 1.3J
12
. For the interlayer oupling we
used η = 8×10−5J2, whih orretly reprodue the spin-op transition measured in Ref. 15 for H ‖ c, see end of Se. V-B. The
magneti eld is onverted in energy trough H → gsµBH , where µB is the Bohr magneton and gs = 2.1 is the gyromagneti
ratio in the b diretion. Inset: eld evolution of the staggered order parameter omponents at T = 0 in the various phases.
undoped La2CuO4, where it is expeted to be larger than in the 1% doped sample, the value of 30 T following from
Eq. (53) seems more realisti than the bare estimate (52), whih gives 77 T. Observe that negleting the quantum
renormalization of the order parameter in the estimate of the seond ritial eld an lead to an underestimate of the
mass of the c mode, as it has been done in Ref. 9, where Eq. (52) has been used.
Fibally, we note that in the saddle-point approximation used so far the transverse gaps are onstant in temperature
below TN . However, one would expet that a better approximation ould reprodue the softening of the transverse
gaps as the temperature inreases, as observed experimentally. In this ase also the value of the rst ritial eld
H
(1)
c would aquire a temperature dependene, whih is instead absent in the phase diagram of Fig. 7. Moreover, this
ould also smoothen the disontinuity of TN at the spin-op transition found at saddle-point level.
B. H parallel to c
When H is along the xˆc diretion the last term in the ation (32) gives rise to an eetive longitudinal staggered
eld:
S(B) = S0 + 1
2gc
∑
m
∫ [
2iH(nbm∂τn
a
m − nam∂τnbm)−H2 +H2(ncm)2] + 2hmnbm + iλm2gc(n2m − 1)
]
. (54)
Following the line of the analysis performed in the previous setion, we rst determine the ground-state onguration
in the presene of the magneti eld. Sine also the eetive staggered eld is longitudinal, we do not expet in this
ase to have a hange of diretion of the equilibrium onguration. We an then look for a ground-state solution of
the form nm = σ
0
mxˆb, whih gives:
S¯cl = βA
2gc
∑
m
η(σ0m − σ0m+1)2 + 2hmσ0m +m2m[(σ0m)2 − 1]. (55)
The saddle-point equations then read
η(2σ0m − σ0m+1 − σ0m−1) + hm +m2mσ0m = 0,
(σ0m)
2 = 1. (56)
As a onsequene, two solutions are possible: (i) the order parameter is the same in all the layers, and the ground-state
ation S¯cl vanishes:
σ0m = σ0 = −1, m2 = −(−1)mh/σ0 = (−1)mh, S¯cl = 0. (57)
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This onguration is the same of the ase without magneti eld. The uniform spin omponents are:
LHm =
H
8aSJ
xˆc, L
DM
m = (−1)m
D+
8aSJ
|σ0|xˆc, (58)
so that the LDMm , whih are ordered antiferromagnetially in neighboring layers (see Fig. 3), do not ontribute to the
average uniform magnetization 〈L〉 = LH (see Fig. 8), but one takes advantage from the out-of-plane antiferromagneti
oupling; (ii) the order parameter hange sign in neighboring layers, whih means that the spins order ferromagnetially
in the c diretion, with the moment LDMm oriented in the same diretion:
LHm =
H
8aSJ
xˆc, L
DM
m =
D+
8aSJ
|σ0|xˆc, (59)
giving 〈L〉 = (H +D+|σ0|)/8aSJ . This spin op of the uniform c omponents of the spins leads to a lowering of the
energy when the gain in magneti energy is larger than the ost oming from the interlayer AF oupling. Observe
that the average uniform magnetization jumps disontinuosly at the spin-op transition, the jump being proportional
to σ0, so that it dereases as the temperature inreases, see Fig. 8. The lassial ation in this onguration is:
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Magneti-eld dependene of the spin onguration and of the average uniform magnetization at two
dierent temperatures for a eld along the c axis. The spin onguration is determined as usual by Si/S = (−1)
meiQ·rinm+Lm,
where the staggered and uniform omponents are indiated by arrows with dierent tips as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. At H < Hc,
where Hc = 6 T at T = 10 K and Hc = 4.6 at T = 200 K, see also Fig. 10 below, the system has 3D antiferromagneti order as
desribed by Eq. (57). The dierene between the Lm omponents (arrows with a two-lines tip) in neighboring planes is due
to the DM-indued term L
DM
m whih hanges sign from one layer to the next one, while L
H
m is always parallel to H, see Eq.
(58). Above the spin op the spins are ordered ferromagnetially in neighboring layers, see Eq. (60), allowing for the uniform
Lm omponents to allign along the eld in all the layers. The jump at the transition is proportional to the order parameter
σ0, and dereases as the temperature inreases, see inset of Fig. 10.
σ0m = (−1)mσ0 = −1, m2m = m2 = −h/σ0 − 4η = h− 4η, S¯cl =
βANl
gc
(−h+ 2η) , (60)
where Nl is the number of layers. When h > 2η this seond solution beomes energetially favorable, so that the
ritial eld for this spin-op transition is:
Hc =
2η
D+
. (61)
When transverse utuations are inluded the rst of Eqs. (56) will not hange, while the value of the order parameter
σ0 will aquire quantum and thermal orretions due to transverse utuations, aording to:
σ20 = 1− I⊥(h/σ0). (62)
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In Eq. (62) we inluded the expliit dependene of the transverse utuations on the order parameter σ0 via the
eetive staggered eld h, as we will derive in detail below. To determine I⊥ we should distinguish the ase below
and above the spin-op transition. Let us rst onsider the ase (57) of low eld. Sine the Lagrange multiplier is
osillating in neighboring layers, it gives rise to a oupling between the transverse modes at k⊥ and k⊥ +Q⊥, where
Q⊥ = pi/d. We then have:
S = S¯cl + 1
2
∑
α=a,c
′∑
k,k⊥
Ψ+α (k, k⊥)Gˆ
−1
α Ψα(k, k⊥),
where Ψ+α (k, k⊥) = ((nα(k, k⊥), nα(k, k⊥ + Q⊥)), the sum
∑′
k⊥
is over the redued Brilluoin zone for k⊥, i.e 0 ≤
k⊥ ≤ pi/d. The Green's funtion for eah mode is now a matrix. For the a mode we nd:
Gˆ−1a =
1
gc
(
ω2n + ω
2(k, k⊥) m
2
m2 ω2n + ω
2(k, k⊥ +Q⊥)
)
, (63)
with ω2(k, k⊥) = m
2
a + c
2k2 + 2η(1− cos k⊥d) and m2 = −h/σ0, aording to Eq. (57). The inverse Green's funtion
for the c mode has an analogous expression, exept that m2a → m2c+H2. After integration of the Gaussian utuations
one obtains the order-parameter equation (62), provided that Eq. (63) is used to ompute the utuations:
〈|na(ωn,k, k⊥)|2〉 = ω
2
n + ω
2(k, k⊥ +Q⊥)
det Gˆa
. (64)
The integral of the a-mode utuations has a struture similar to the one of Eq. (39), with two ontributions at the
eigenvalues of the matrix Gˆa:
Ia =
1
βV
∑
ωn,k,k⊥
〈|na(ωn,k, k⊥)|2〉 = 1
V
∑
k,k⊥
Z+(k⊥)
2ω+(k, k⊥)
coth
βω+(k, k⊥)
2
+
Z−(k⊥)
2ω−(k, k⊥)
coth
βω−(k, k⊥)
2
, (65)
where
ω2±(k, k⊥) =
ε2a(k, k⊥) + ε
2
a(k, k⊥ +Q⊥)
2
±
√(
ε2a(k, k⊥)− ε2a(k, k⊥ +Q⊥)
2
)2
+m2 =
= c2k2 +m2a + 2η ±
√
4η2 cos2 k⊥d+m2. (66)
Analogously to the ase disussed in the previous setion, the spetral weights Z± of the two poles are not equivalent,
and determine the main harater of the exitation. In this ase we have:
Z±(k⊥) = ∓
−ω2± + ω2(k, k⊥ +Q⊥)
ω2+(k, k⊥)− ω2−(k, k⊥)
= ∓2η cos k⊥d∓
√
4η2 cos2 k⊥d+m2
2
√
4η2 cos2 k⊥d+m2
. (67)
The momentum dependene of Z± is reported in the top panel of Fig. 9, while in the lower panel the two solutions
ω±(k = 0, k⊥) are plotted. As one an see, as k⊥ inreases the spetral weigh of the momentum sum in Eq. (65)
moves from the solution ω−(k⊥) to the solution ω+(k⊥), whih follow losely the bare funtion ω(k⊥) in the two
regimes 0 < k⊥d < pi/2 and pi/2 < k⊥d < pi respetively. The eet of the magneti eld is then twofold: it aets
the magnon gap k⊥ = 0 and opens an additional one at k⊥d = pi/2. To ompute expliitly the momentum sum in Eq.
(65) we an observe that Z±(k⊥) only depend on the out-of-plane momentum k⊥. We an then perform the usual
integration over the in-plane momentum k in Eq. (65), obtaining an expression similar to Eq. (43)-(44):
Ia =
gT
2pic
∫ pi
−pi
dz
2pi
Z−(z) ln
{
sinh(cΛ/2T )
sinhA−(z)/2T
}
+ Z+(z) ln
{
sinh(cΛ/2T )
sinhA+(z)/2T
}
, H < Hc (68)
where
A±(z) =
√
m2a + 2η ±
√
4η2 cos z + (HD+/σ0)2. (69)
For the c utuations one nds the same results, provided that m2a → m2c +H2 in all the above formulas.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Low panel: out-of-plane momentum kz ≡ k⊥ dependene of the two solutions ω± of Eq. (66) at k = 0,
ompared to the momentum dependene of the funtion ω(k = 0, k⊥) =
√
m2a + 2η(1− cos k⊥d). We used D+ = ma = 0.02J
and H = 1 T= 10−3 J. Observe the small dierene of ω− with respet to ω at k⊥ = 0. Top panel: momentum dependene
of the spetral weight Z±(k⊥) dened in Eq. (67). As one an see, at small momentum Z− ≫ Z+, while at k⊥d > pi/2 the
situation is reversed. As a onsequene, the momentum sum in Eq. (65) selet always between ω+ and ω− the solution whih
follows most losely the momentum dependene of the solution ω(k⊥) of the ase H = 0.
Let us disuss now the issue of the magnon gaps. The spetral funtion of the a mode at k = 0, k⊥ = 0 has a
two-poles struture analogous to Eq. (26), i.e.:
Aa,c(ω > 0) =
[
Z+(k⊥ = 0)
ω+
δ(ω − ω+) + Z−(k⊥ = 0)
ω−
δ(ω − ω−)
]
.
However, as observed before and shown in Fig. 9, at k⊥ = 0 is Z−/ω− ≫ Z+/ω+, so that only the seond term
ontributes in the previous equation and allows us to identify the magnon gap as the k = 0, k⊥ = 0 limit of the the
funtion ω−(k, k⊥) above, i.e.:
ω2a = m
2
a + 2η −
√
4η2 +
(
HD+
σ0
)2
,
ω2c = m
2
c +H
2 + 2η −
√
4η2 +
(
HD+
σ0
)2
, H < Hc, (70)
whih redue to the onventional ones when H = 0. Here we used expliitly that m2 = −h/σ0, aording to Eq. (57).
Observe that this result is quite dierent from the interpretation given in Ref. 10, where it was laimed that the
aousti and optial modes are mixed. Instead, at k⊥ = 0 only the mode ω− is observed, as Raman measurements
onrm.
15,18
Moreover, we stress that aording to the disussion below Eq. (9), for an ordinary easy-axis AF we
expeted that ωa is unhanged and ωc hardens for a eld parallel to c. Instead, due to the presene of the DM
interation, the two modes have a eld dependene ∼ −H2γa,c, with γa = D2+/(4ησ20) and γc = −1+D2+/(4ησ20). As
a onsequene, the a mode always softens, while the behavior of the c mode depends on the ratio D2+/(4ησ0).
Let us analyze now the ase H > Hc. Aording to Eq. (60) we nd a uniform saddle-point value of the onstraint,
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Hc−T phase diagram for H ‖ c. We used the same parameter values as Fig. 7, exept that in this ase
gs = 2.4, as appropriate for a eld in the c diretion
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. The order parameter σ0(T ) has been determined self-onsistently trough
Eq. (62), omputing the transverse utuations with Eq. (68) and (73) below and above the spin-op transition, respetively,
where the ritial eld Hc is dened trough Eq. (74). Inset: temperature dependene of the staggered order parameter at
H = 1 T.
m2m = m
2 = −h/σ0 − 4η, so that the matrix of the transverse utuations is again diagonal in momentum spae:
Gˆ−1 =
(
ω2n + c
2k2 − 2η(1 + cos k⊥d) +m2a − h/σ0 0
0 ω2n + c
2k2 − 2η(1 + cos k⊥d) +m2c +H2 − h/σ0
)
. (71)
However, in the lassial onguration (60) the spins are order ferromagnetially in neighboring planes, see Fig. 8: this
means that the low-energy spin utuations are those at k⊥ = pi/d in the notation of Eq. (71), so that the spin-wave
gaps evolve at H > Hc in:
ω2a = m
2
a +
(
HD+
|σ0|
)
,
ω2c = m
2
c +H
2 +
(
HD+
|σ0|
)
, H > Hc. (72)
Sine the matrix (71) admits two simple poles, the transverse utuations are desribed by the funtion (44), whith
the masses given by the previous equation:
Ia,c = I3D(ωa,c), H > Hc (73)
Observe that both for the ase H < Hc and H > Hc the integral of transverse utuations, given by Eqs. (68) and
(73) respetively, depend expliitly on the Lagrange multiplier h/σ0, so that Eq. (62) is a self-onsisteny equation for
the order parameter at all the temperatures. This is quite dierent with respet to all the ases analyzed before, where
I⊥ depends only on the transverse masses and two separate regimes exist, m
2 = 0, σ0 6= 0 below TN , and m2 6= 0 and
σ0 = 0 above TN (see Eq. (21)). Here instead, due to the eetive longitudinal eld h
m
in Eq. (54), instead of the two
regimes we obtain a single self-onsistent equation (62) valid at all the temperatures. As a onsequene, exatly as for
a ferromagnet in the presene of the external eld, the order parameter never vanishes, and the transition transforms
into a rossover from a regime where σ0 is large to one where σ0 is small
12
. This is shown in the inset of Fig. 10, where
we obtained σ0(T ) at H = 1 T by solving numerially the self-onsisteny equation (62) at various temperature. It is
worth noting that one that transverse utuations are inluded, also the denition of the ritial eld (61) hanges.
Indeed, sine in general σ0 is lower than 1 (inluding T = 0 due to quantum orretion), the ritial eld beomes
itself a funtion of temperature. A rst estimate of this eet an be done by evaluating again the value of the ation
S¯cl in Eq. (60) for a generi σ0. We then obtain that the ritial eld is:
Hc =
4η
D+
σ0
(1 + σ20)
. (74)
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A more preise evaluation of Hc ould be done inluding also the ontribution of the Gaussian transverse utuations
to the ation (63). However, already Eq. (74) allows one to reognize that as the temperature inreases the derease
of the order parameter σ0 indues also a derease of the ritial eld for the spin-op transition. The resulting Hc−T
phase diagram, obtained by means of Eq. (74) where σ0 is the solution of the self-onsistent Eq. (62), is reported in
Fig. 10.
One that we determined self-onsistently the values of the order parameter and of the ritial eld, we an also
ompute the eld dependene of the magnon gaps. In Fig. (11) we show the eld dependene at T = 0 of ωa and ωc,
as given by Eqs. (70) and (72) below and above the spin-op transition, respetively. For the interlayer oupling η
we used the value η = 8× 10−5J2, whih allows us to obtain a ritial eld at low temperature around 6.5 T, as the
one measured experimentally
15
. Observe that this value of η is quite similar to the one obtained in Ref. 18 from the
jump of the experimental measured in-plane gap at Hc, even though suh an estimate is done negleting quantum
orretions to the order parameter. With this parameter values we nd that the below the spin-op transition also
the c mode is slightly dereasing.
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Field dependene of the magnon gaps at T = 0 for H ‖ c. Here Hc ≈ 6.5T, so below it the gap derease
aording to Eq. (70), while above it they inrease aording to Eq. (72). The parameter values are the same of Fig. (10).
Inset: eld dependene of the zero-temperature order parameter.
C. H parallel to a
Finally, let us onsider the ase of a eld along xˆa, i.e. parallel to the diretion of the DM vetor D+. In this ase,
the last term of Eq. (32) vanishes, and the system behaves as a onventional easy-axis AF. As a onsequene, Eq. (9)
holds, giving a hardening of the a gap and leaving the c gap unhanged.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the eld dependene of the magneti spetrum in anisotropi two-dimensional and
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya layered antiferromagnets. Starting from the appropriate spin-Hamiltonian for eah ase, we
obtained the magnon gaps and spetral intensities as a funtion of the applied magneti eld, and we disussed the
various possible ground state ongurations and phase diagram. In partiular, we showed that the peuliar oupling
of the magneti eld with the staggered order parameter indued by the DM interation gives rise to very interesting
magneti phenomena, suh as spin-op transitions and rotation of spin quantization basis. The preditions of the
theory developed in this artile are now ready to be ompared with Raman spetrosopy experiments in Sr2CuO2Cl2
and La2CuO4, reported in the forthoming artile.
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